Device for Hand Motor Rehabilitation, Using Grip Force Sensing
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ABSTRACT
Current treatments for rehabilitation of prehensile movements or recovery of grip strength are generally subjective, which means that the results are based on the perception of the physiotherapist who performs the treatment. However, there may be many reasons for altering these results, from errors in the perception to a possible misdiagnosis. Reason for which it is necessary to keep a record of the progress of recovery of grip strength. These records even make it possible to determine if the treatment is successful or quantify how much the patient is improving. Due to these problems, a biomedical device has been developed to measure and store the grip force in hand motor rehabilitation. It starts with an input device that measures the grip strength and stores this information in a database. These data are presented on a small screen for the patient and on a computer for the physiotherapist. According to the force exerted in the grip handle, the system measures the changes in grip force. It displays them on a different screen from the patient perspective and the physiotherapist's perspective. The developed device facilitates the follow-up and monitoring of results of hand motor rehabilitation for the specialist. It also involves the patient in active participation, improving the success rate in the recovery process.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The human hand is the first tool used in physical contact with the environment. An anatomical and functional perspective shows an excellent capacity to develop multiple tasks with great precision (Leo et al., 2016). There are two types of hand movements, prehensile and non-prehensile actions. Prehensile
activities are those that allow us to take and hold objects by gripping. Non-prehensile activities instead allow manipulating things by pushing or lifting (Fischer et al., 2014). The rehabilitation of prehensile movements (grip strength) will be the focus of our work.

A series of diseases or injuries, mainly muscles, and tendons can cause a decrease in the functions carried out by the hand. These complications can be due to congenital conditions, overuse injuries due to repetition of a particular movement, or trauma. Among the common diseases that affect grip strength are carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) and hand-arm vibration syndrome (HAVS). CTS is caused by injury to the median nerve, where the nerve is trapped in the carpal tunnel passage (Kostopoulos & Ghaly, 2018). Otherwise, HAVS is caused by prolonged agitation when using vibrating machinery and can be classified as neurological, vascular, and musculoskeletal disorders (Weir & Lander, 2005). Both conditions present as a common symptom of loss of strength in the hands, making it difficult to grasp an object. Whatever the cause of the problem affecting grip strength, a rehabilitation process through physical therapy is required in advanced cases. Moreover, a study published by ‘The Lancet’ suggests that decreased grip strength is a simple and inexpensive indicator of a possible cardiovascular disease (Leong et al., 2015); reason for storing this grip force data could even be used to determine and stratify an individual’s risk of cardiovascular death.

Habitually treatments used to restore grip mobility are subjective. According to these criteria, the treating physician determines the condition or progress of the patient. However, there is no a scale or a data record for follow-up. Nowadays, instruments that measure handgrip strength show a unique value and do not store this information in any way. Usually, this class of devices works mechanically since the measurement is based on dynamometers.

Driven by the causes mentioned, we have developed a device that makes it possible to quantitatively determine the value of the force exerted when gripping objects; useful in both diagnosis and treatment. This device can measure the progress in the rehabilitation of hand injuries, severe cases of CTS, HAVS, or similar pathologies where a weak grip exists. In cases like this, it is ideal for recording the patient’s measurements to determine their progress or decline as part of the decision-making process. At the same time, our device seeks to encourage the patient to actively participate in their rehabilitation, thus improving the success rate in the recovery process (Arnetz et al., 2004).

2 METHODS
2.1 INPUT DEVICES

The device for hand motor rehabilitation is mainly based on using a force-sensing resistor (FSR) manufactured by Interlink Electronics Inc. The FSRs are resistors that change their value according to
force, pressure, or mechanical stress applied. The FSR model 406 was chosen as a force reader for the grip handle due to the larger contact area of 38.1mm² and its compact size (Figure 1). This resistance will be used as the first and only input device to measure the force applied during grip.

![Figure 1. FSR 404 model.](image1)

The FSR works in a voltage divider configuration which distributes the voltage (in this case, 5V) from a primary source among one or more connected impedances. Figure 2 shows the output voltage ($V_{out}$) as a function of the applied force for different measuring resistor ($R_M$) values. The value of the $R_M$ used was 10kΩ because it generates a curve with better linearity compared to the others. This configuration allows an equation of the approximate graph to be found by interpolation. With this new equation, it is possible to approximate the force value (in grams) depending on the measured $V_{out}$. Once the force measurements have been taken are transformed into kilograms and stored in a database.

![Figure 2. Voltage divider of the FSR and the plot of output voltage ($V_{out}$) vs. applied force in grams for different measuring resistors ($R_M$); extracted from the FSR 406 Data Sheet by Interlink Electronics Inc.](image2)


2.2 OUTPUT DEVICES

Otherwise, the output devices used where the results are shown were cataloged in two sections: the first one from the physiotherapist's perspective and the second from the patient's perspective. The patient will interact with the handle where the FSR is located, which will show its force value on an output
screen (16x2 LCD) and a force indicator (LED sequence). The latter can be configured so that each LED can represent a specific force range to make a more user-friendly system for the patient (Figure 3).

![Gripping handle, output screen, and the force indicator (Patient perspective).](image)

On the other hand, the results will be presented through a user interface on the physiotherapist’s computer. All force data is stored in a database to be later reviewed by the specialist.

In this case, our main code and data processing center is located on an Arduino Uno. Further, to generate a connection from the Arduino one to a MySQL database, it was necessary to use the free software package XAMPP, which works as a PHP script interpreter and MySQL database management system. This connection establishes a connection bridge between our device and a MySQL database that stores the results. The stored data are shown in a user interface (Figure 4), which indicates the applied force at a specific time. This program was developed in Microsoft Visual Basic.
2.3 GENERAL STRUCTURE OF THE DEVICE

A general diagram of the operation of the grip force tracking device can be seen in Figure 5. It begins with FSR acting as the only input device to the circuit. The data of the measurements are processed in the main circuit board (Arduino Uno), where the input values detected are transformed into force values in kilograms. These force values are displayed in real-time on the output screen and the outside indicator for the patient. Although these output devices are very standard, the force indicator of the LED sequence has a particular function. Not only does it show the force exerted, but it attempts to generate a neurological response from the patient thanks to their active participation in the recovery process. At the same time, the force values are sent to a MySQL database where they are stored. This process is achieved through the XAMPP data management system. Here the data is displayed through a user interface that shows the results for the physiotherapist.
Figure 5. General block diagram of the hand motor rehabilitation device operation.

3 RESULTS

A prototype of the device for hand motor rehabilitation is already developed. The two sections of the device (patient perspective and physiotherapist perspective) work correctly. The system measures the changes in grip force according to the pressure exerted in the grip handle in a given time. From the patient's perspective, it is possible to actively participate in the recovery process by observing the results and progress. In addition, the grip handle was 3D printed to be more ergonomic and be more comfortable at the time of use.

Likewise, the applied force results that are stored make it easier for the physiotherapist to track the progress or decline of the physical therapy. It is also possible to measure the maximum grip force exerted by the patient and for how long at each appointment with the specialist.

4 DISCUSSION

In the present work, the design and implementation of a device to measure the gripping force during the concentric phase of the grip are proposed. Although still a prototype, our device is much smaller, simple to use, has a friendly style and encourages patient participation in rehabilitation, compared
to its predecessors with rough designs, challenging to use and keep track of results. Despite though, it was a technological innovation at the time (Kurillo et al., 2005).

In the same way, unlike those grip force devices on the market, ours are electronic, not mechanical, allowing interaction in various ways with force measurements. For example, the output devices such as the screen indicate the force exerted in kilograms and the force indicator used to involve the patient in the recovery process. In other words, the patient can achieve a specific range of strength in their first rehabilitation appointments, and in the following sessions, they should try to overcome that range. These measurements can be helpful when evaluating the effectiveness of a treatment. Also, it is well known that the patient's active participation in a process results in a better response to rehabilitation treatment (Arnetz et al., 2004). Therefore, it seeks to meet this goal with the output screen and the force gauge for the patient's perspective.

This device is thought mainly to treat pathologies related to grip strength such as CTS, HAVS, lack of muscle tone, and loss of movement. Unfortunately, it has not yet been validated in actual patients, but the proposal of a device with these characteristics and the prototype shows enormous potential. In the future, the proper calibration of the FSR system (or even its replacement with better technology), calculation of errors, and validation of the device in actual clinical tests will be the new approaches. In addition, it seeks to improve the data management system by implementing a search by names or by an ID, graphs with timelines, and other display options with calculations of improvement percentages during treatment.

In conclusion, the device for hand motor rehabilitation works to track progress in the recovery of prehensile movements (grip strength) caused by illness or injury. At the same time, it helps the patient get involved and participate more in the recovery process. On the part of the physiotherapist, it gives a tool to monitor the treatment and support decision-making regarding the applied therapy. Although the prototype has not yet been validated with actual patients, it works correctly and shows great future potential.
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